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With it’s almost impossibly 
thin design and miniscule 
weight, the Apple MacBook 
packs a lot into its less than 
2-pound frame. An 
incredibly portable laptop that 
has set the bar high for futuhas set the bar high for future 
releases, the question is, is it 
worth the extremely 
steep price tag? Visually, the 
MacBook is sleek and 
tasteful, as always Apple 
have taken the 
minimalist appminimalist approach in terms 

of its design. There is no unnecessary clutter, with a singular USB C input and 
an audio jack being the only ports. It is the thinnest model of MacBook to date, 
with smooth, rounded edges creating a sleek, streamlined form. The mirrored 
logo is a new feature, making the classic design of Apple’s MacBook look just 
that little bit more expensive. This subtle change in the logo on the casing of 
the MacBook has been brought about by the screen being physically too thin 
to allow for a backlit logto allow for a backlit logo. This seems to be a common theme in the reasoning 
behind a lot of the updates that have gone on in the development of this 
product. This model is too thin for normal batteries, too thin for Apple’s 
previous trackpad design, too thin for ports and too thin for a standard 
keyboard. This means that Apple has had to come up with a completely new 
way to format their keyboard, coming up with the innovative butterfly 
mechanism as an alternative for the traditional scissor mechanism that we’re 
so used tso used to. This increases precision when typing, with “a more stable, 
responsive key that takes up less vertical space”.  The redesigned keys are 
17% percent bigger than previous models which allows for much greater c
ontrol when typing, a prime example of the subtle but ingenious ways Apple 
has tweaked its design to carry it into the future. 

This MacBook is extremely quiet, there are no noisy fans thanks to the 
1.2 Dual Core Intel M5 processor that equates to much less power 
consumption than other notebook pconsumption than other notebook processors, and is much smaller 

than other processors. In fact, the entire logic board of the MacBook 
is considerably smaller than other models, another factor that allows for 
its miniscule height. This lower power consumption means less heat, 
allowing Apple to have gone fan-less in their design of the MacBook, 
contributing yet again to the sleek thinness of the product. However, 
this hasn’t allowed for the laptop to have the highest performance levels 
eveever, with the processor being less powerful than that used in the MacBook 
Air. An unexpected feature of the design process was how much effort Apple 
have made to reduce the environmental impact of this product. They have 
ensured the display is free of Mercury, Arsenic, BFR, PVC and Beryllium. 
The main body of the MacBook has been constructed with highly recyclable 
Aluminium which is both lightweight but sturdy. The highlight to this model 
however, is its impressive 12-inch LED backlit display with IPS technology. 
TThis is a very sharp, very vivid display that has been innovated to make it 
just 0.88 mm thin, the thinnest ever display on a Mac. The pixels have been 
redesigned to allow for a 30% higher energy efficiency than any of its 
predecessors. The trackpad has also had an update, with the addition of 
force sensors that detect how much pressure the user is applying and a 
Taptic Engine that “provides a click sensation when you press anywhere 
on the surface.” This update has allowed for the new Force Touch trackpad 
to add a whole host oto add a whole host of possibilities for how the trackpad can be used, such 
as finding dictionary definitions, directions and previewing files with just 
one click. 

However, the MacBook isn’t perfect. The lid of the laptop doesn’t have a thick 
enough protective edge to protect the screen: the rim of the recessed section 
which the keyboard sits in damages the glass over time, as does the raised 
edge of the trackpad, leaving a shallow scratch where these features press 
against the scagainst the screen when the laptop is closed over. This is a design flaw that
could have easily been prevented by changing the form of the casing around  

the keyboard and trackpad to be less harsh and adding a slightly thicker 
protective rubber rim so that the glass of the screen is a further distance 
away from the bottom section of the laptop. The high quality display racks 
up the power consumption creating speed problems for the processor. 
This will cause users to struggle to use programs like Photoshop, 3D Gaming 
or video editing software as the high demand on the visual aspect of such 
sosoftware will be too high for the processor to deal with efficiently. A side effect 
of this strain on the processor will be that the MacBook will overheat thanks 
to its lack of fans to regulate its temperature. Though this is not what the 
MacBook has been marketed as. Quite simply, Apples target client for this 
product is the everyday consumer who is looking for a beautiful but simple 
machine that will allow them to complete everyday tasks. This then begs the 
question of whether people will be willing to pay the steep price tag when 
you can get a machine thyou can get a machine that fulfils these everyday needs for a just a fraction 
of the price. The singular USB C port is a feature that is very forward thinking, 
combining the essential functions such as charging, data transfer and video 
output. Apple claim that needing to have third party adapters will give its 
users “the flexibility to expand the capabilities of the MacBook.” However, 
personally, I find this feature can get really frustrating. Having to always 
carry an adapter so that the MacBook is compatible with other devices 
feels lifeels like a hassle, so until the USB C format becomes more mainstream, 
this particular design feature perhaps isn’t a positive. 

The Apple MacBook is a beautifully designed piece of machinery. 
Apple have clearly put a lot of thought into making it an intuitive, pleasurable 
product to use, with ingenious but subtle changes to the already well loved 
features of the MacBook range. While it has its downsides, the negatives are 
only small flaws in the design and are, in my opinion, greatly outweighed by 
the positives. The machine is well made, extremely portable and a pleasure 
to useto use, with sleek aesthetics that give a premium feel to the product.  It is a 
perfect device for those who require a laptop to perform everyday tasks but 
rate the aesthetics highly when deciding whether to make a purchase, however 
if you are looking for something that will allow you to use softwares that put a 
high demand on the processor, maybe this product isn’t for you. 
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